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Jaelem Bhate is a bandleader, composer, and conductor from Vancouver, BC. He directs the Jaelem Bhate
Jazz Orchestra, and is in demand as a commissioned composer and clinician as well as leader of his jazz
orchestra. He released his debut album ‘on the edge’, featuring some of the best instrumentalists in
Vancouver, in March 2019 to rave critical reviews. He has rapidly developed a reputation as a composer who
transcends genre boundaries, and in addition to his jazz work, Jaelem was named to CBC’s Hot 30 under
30 Classical Musicians for 2019.He was recently nominated for the 2020 julian jazz award.

He released an 8 part video series of his arrangements of Georges Bizet’s opera ‘Carmen’, and was invited
to the International Society of Jazz Arrnagers and Composers in Denver, Colorado, where he had the
opportunity to engage with Vince Mendoza, John Clayton, and Ron Miles amongst others.
Jaelem holds a Master of Music from the University of British Columbia, and studied with celebrated
composer Fred Stride for 7 years.

Selected Press
On the Edge, is, on the one hand, burnished and sophisticated, and on the other, a reminder that laudable big-band jazz rests in large measure on the
ability to make stalwart rhythms a centerpiece as it takes the listener on a pleasurable voyage to its bright and musical destination… It's clear that Bhate
lavished abundant care and consideration on his ﬁrst-ever big-band album, and that diligence has paid handsome dividends. On the Edge is
well-designed, smartly performed, admirably recorded and quite pleasing from start to ﬁnish. ★★★★
Jack Bowers – All About Jazz
With fourteen of the eighteen players reeds and horns, it's no surprise that On the Edge's sound is robust and full-bodied. That front-line also accounts for a
major part of the recording's appeal when the saxes and brass players generate such gorgeous, sweetly singing harmonies (see the a able “Strung Along” as
one example). As appealing as Bhate's arrangements are, they're matched by the compositions, which impress as well-crafted exercises rich in singing
melodies and contrasts in dynamics and mood…
Ron Schepper – Textura

On the Edge is a focused and conceptual album that Jaelem has created with the aid of a stellar cast of musicians. It comes together in a type of jazz
symphony that evolves and expands as it takes you on a musical journey that resonates with each unfolding piece. The compositions are sensitive and at
times sombre yet equally exhilarating, and the skill and sophistication of each player under the visionary leadership of Jaelem is a cohesive force that is
transporting and thunderous.
Marty Delia – The Jazz Music Blog
A tasty listening date that runs the engine on high throughout, this is ﬁnely dine stu
everything good. Stellar stu from a rising star.
Chris Spector – The Midwest Record

right in the pocket, right in the tradition and right in the middle of

